The automotive business of the future

How to deliver personalized
mobility experiences

Put data in the

driver’s seat

From R&D to customer service;
massive amounts of data are
collected throughout the lifecycle of
a vehicle. But whether from smart
machines in factories, sensors in
vehicles, or interactions between
brands and customers, the majority
of this data sits in isolation today.
The vehicle moves along a physical path as it is
planned, designed, produced, sold, and used by
the end customer. But the data generated and
used at each point remains behind – rarely if
ever impacting any other part of the lifecycle.
A new, connected model is needed to compete
in today’s digital economy. A digital fabric that
connects data from disparate processes, to
create a complete and accurate picture across
the entire enterprise.
Many are looking to machine learning and AI as
the silver bullet to build and retain competitive
advantage. But the truth is that automotive
businesses must first create the right context
and data environment for these technologies to
deliver the intended business value.
In this brochure, we give you ideas on how to
utilize data in customer experience to win the
race for the car of the future.
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The Digital Fabric: Data drives efficiency and value
as it integrates the automotive product lifecycle
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Deliver and monetize connected vehicle services,
proactively manage maintenance, personalize
customer experience and strengthen loyalty.
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It is essential that you create a holistic
360° view and strategy of your data from
development and manufacturing to sales and
customer service. Our in-depth brochure shows
you how to do just that.
Read brochure now

Use
Monetizing car data through new
business models is not a new idea.
In 2016, McKinsey estimated that
the connected vehicle would deliver
$750bn in incremental value by 2030.
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That estimate has since been downgraded to
between $250bn and $400bn3, due largely to slow
uptake from automotive OEMs and other ecosystem
participants.
However, change is happening. Millennials have now
overtaken Baby Boomers as the largest living adult
generation. This change marks a dramatic shift in
technological competence and changing attitudes to
ownership models.
Aftersales, vehicle servicing and maintenance are key
areas for customer transformation, and re-use and
recycling are now key concerns for manufacturers.
Additionally, all generations now have increased
personalization expectations based on their everyday
experiences with digital native retailers and social
media platforms.

Malak, S., MotorFinance, 2021.

Contact Teradata to explore how the digital fabric can help you build better.
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GET IN TOUCH

Use

The automotive business of the future

Make the most of connected vehicles
To discover and deploy new services and
business models effectively and profitably,
automotive companies need to better
understand how customers use their vehicles
and extended services.
Vehicle data has a core role to play in this
understanding, and OEMs have a clear
advantage in terms of generating, accessing
and interpreting this data ahead of 3rd party
competitors.

How can it be done?
Vehicle data is a key thread in the digital
fabric that connects the customer
journey to R&D, manufacturing, and
sales, creating virtuous feedback
loops that will keep automotive brands
relevant to their customers, whether
offering new services or providing
aftercare and parts in a more efficient
and personalized way.

Learn from a connected car brand
With over 80% of their cars connected, this
car manufacturer analyzes 500,000 hazard
incidents weekly to gain critical answers to fuel
innovation in design, predict failures in cars,
and improve diagnostics and service. That
same data is even shared among vehicles to
act as advanced warning signals, helping the
manufacturer to deliver on their core values:
quality, safety, and the environment. Smarter
cars make for happier customers.
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Most automotive brands include offering
value-add services in and around the
vehicle in their strategic goals, and many
have begun to build this capability.
Vehicle data will be the primary source
for more efficient micro-sales cycles for
these services.
Quickly moving from experiments to
deploying analytics in production is
critical to capture these highly profitable
new opportunities.

Use

The automotive business of the future

Deliver personalized mobility experiences
With connected vehicles, automotive companies
have the opportunity to create their own
network effect. They gain data on how
individuals, both private and professional drivers,
interact with their vehicles. With this they can –
and should – improve the vehicles themselves
and tailor the functionality and performance of
the vehicle to specific users.
Connected vehicles, enhanced infotainment
systems and vehicle apps all provide data
that can build customer insight from individual
journeys. And upgrading a vehicle long after it
first drives on the road is possible even today.

How can it be done?
With the rollout of advanced connectivity technologies
such as 5G, activating software-enabled performance
or features will only get easier for the end customer.
This highlights the need for the automotive industry to
understand and personalize offers.
Different combinations of features, services and even
the way engines are tuned can be created to meet the
specific requirements of discrete markets or segments.
Automotive companies already have the data to answer
these questions – but is locked into several different
systems that prevent complete customer understanding.
Connecting these data together as a digital thread will
transform the relationship between customer and brand,
allowing interaction across 100% of the ownership cycle.
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Accelerate innovation that delivers
positive business outcomes
Feed back data from across your business to
continuously plan, optimize, and deliver new
technologies and product innovations in shorter
R&D cycles.

The Digital Fabric:

Important considerations
for building analytics at scale

Rapidly deploy analytics, AI
and ML into business processes,
vehicles and services
Increasing analytic throughput from idea to
operationalization is critically important, as
is managing analytic model maintenance
throughout the full lifecycle.

Digital trust – governance and
data traceability

Find out how data helps you innovate
during the whole automotive life cycle.
Read more
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Teradata customers enjoy appropriate response
times even when ML is run concurrently to simple
reporting. This removes the need to fragment
data into silos, reducing data governance
overhead and increasing digital trust through an
auditable analytic production line.

The
road
ahead
The journey from isolated pilot projects to enterprise-ready
capability is a treacherous one. To support thousands
of projects, which together create millions of models and
consume petabytes of data, you need a co-driver with
an unprecedented level of data expertise. Because for
the automotive industry, this is a brand new race. But for
Teradata, it’s one we have been perfecting for decades.
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Why Teradata?
Only Teradata offers true scalability without
exponentially increasing costs. We are cloud-first,
and offer multi-cloud and hybrid infrastructure for
the ultimate in data flexibility. And only Teradata
Vantage is capable of scaling in every direction –
handling the immense data demands that you will
be required to meet tomorrow, today.
Teradata is working with leading manufacturers in
the Open Manufacturing Platform community to
develop solutions for Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0.
Read more
Teradata is supporting the Volkswagen Industrial
Cloud – an open IoT platform combining the
data of all machines, plants and systems from all
facilities of the Volkswagen Group – with cloudbased data analytics to optimize production
processes and drive productivity increases in 		
the plants.
Read more

Talk to the experts
Book a virtual or face-to-face meeting with an expert
from Teradata to explore how we can help you become
the automotive company of the future.
BOOK A MEETING
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